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RINL helping hand to Government Polytechnic for Women at Bheemili under its
CSR Initiative

Sri Ganta Srinivasa Rao, Hon"ble Minister for HRD, Government of Andhra Pradesh inaugurated the
renovated Workshop Building of Government Polytechnic for Women,  Bheemili under RINL-CSR
initiative at a function held in Bheemili on 12th February,2019.
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Speaking on the occasion, Sri Ganta Srinivasa Rao expressed his gratitude and commended highly RINL
management"s concern for improving infrastructure facilities in promoting education in and around
Visakhapatnam. He lauded RINL for carrying out various initiatives under  CSR  especially in promoting
education in the region and taking care of the societal needs in the surrounding villages as a part of
Corporate Social Responsibility. Sri RV Rao, Executive Director (Corporate Services) and Sri G Gandhi
DGM (CSR) and other officials of RINL, Visakhapatnam Steel Plant were present on the occasion. Dr
Shankar, Asst Director, RJD office, Kakinada, Sri Adinarayana, Executive Engineer, (APEWIDC) and
other officials were participated in the function. The workshop building of Government Polytechnic for
Women, Bheemili was totally damaged during Hudhud Cyclone. RINL, as a responsible corporate citizen,
extended its helping hand under its CSR programme and renovated the Workshop building at a total cost of
around Rs 23 Lakhs. As a part of this, the roof which was earlier covered with asbestos sheets is now
completely renovated with galvanized powder coated sheets, toughened glasses along with windows,
paintings and complete replacement of electrical wirings. The total job was executed through Andhra
Pradesh Education Welfare & Infrastructure Development Corporation (APEWIDC). Now the workshop
spread over 11,000 sft  is being put into use for the benefit of 688 students. The renovated Workshop has



been handed over to Govt. Polytechnic authorities for further utilization and maintenance. The Principal,
staff and students of Government Polytechnic College for Women expressed their happiness towards
restoration of the Workshop and other facilities by RINL.
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